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Abstract. We present a combined cosmic shear analysis of the modeling of line-
of-sight distortions on strongly lensed extended arcs and galaxy shape measurements
in the COSMOS field. We develop a framework to predict the covariance of strong
lensing and galaxy shape measurements of cosmic shear on the basis of the small scale
matter power-spectrum. The weak lensing measurement is performed using data from
the COSMOS survey calibrated with a cloning scheme using the Ultra Fast Image
Generator UFig [1]. The strong lensing analysis is performed by forward modeling the
lensing arcs with a main lensing deflector and external shear components from the same
Hubble Space Telescope imaging data set. With a sample of three strong lensing shear
measurements we present a 2-sigma detection of the cross-correlation signal between
the two complementary measurements of cosmic shear along the identical line of sight.
With large samples of lenses available with the next generation ground and space based
observatories, the covariance of the signal of the two probes with large samples of lenses
allows for systematic checks, cross-calibration of either of the two measurement and
the measurement of the small scale shear power-spectrum.
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Gravitational lensing is a unique phenomenon, as it allows to probe the distribution
of matter and its evolution through cosmic time within the Universe at a wide range
of scales. This phenomenon is typically analysed depending on the effects’ strength,
where one broadly distinguishes between weak and strong gravitational lensing.
Weak lensing describes the linear distortion, primarily of galaxy shapes or the cosmic
microwave background temperature and polarization patterns, due to the large scale
structure of the Universe. In wide-field galaxy surveys, the lensing signal is measured
by correlating a large number of observed galaxy shapes.
Weak lensing has provided competitive constraints on the dark matter content in the
universe and clustering strength of large scale structure.
[e.g. 2–5]. There is an emergent discrepancy between the weak lensing clustering sig-
nal and the CMB evolved expectation to late times, observed by independent survey
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teams.
As precision has increased over the last decade, investigating remaining systematic
uncertainties in the weak lensing measurement has become a major focus of current
analyses. Of concern are, among others, effects associated with intrinsic alignments,
photometric redshift estimates, blending effects, and the calibration of the shape noise
removal [e.g. 6, 7].
Strong lensing, on the other hand, describes the extreme deflection of light by massive
objects, like individual galaxies, along the line of sight, which lead to multiple images of
the very same source. The uniqueness of multiple images of the same source allows one
to make precise measurements of lensing quantities (such as Einstein radius, ellipticity
and external shear) without relying on priors on the shape of the source at high preci-
sion per individual lens. Strong lenses have been utilized to provide strong constraints
on dark matter physics [e.g. 8–12], the mass density profiles and evolutionary paths of
massive elliptical galaxies [e.g. 13, 14] and the Hubble constant H0 [e.g. 15–18] These
current results have been made with a comparably small number of strong lenses (of
order 10).
The leading systematic uncertainties in current analyses of strong lenses arises from
uncertainties in the mass density profiles of the main deflector galaxies [see e.g. 18, for
its implication and inference incorporating these uncertainties] and potential selection
effects in the lensing efficiency, originating from both the main deflector and line-of-
sight structure.
In many regards, strong and weak lensing measurements are driven by the same sci-
ence questions, competitive in their achieved precision as stand-alone probes. They
are mostly independent and complementary in their approaches and systematic uncer-
tainties and can shed light on the existing and emerging tensions within the ΛCDM
cosmological model.
Inherently, strong and weak lensing probe the identical matter density field and thus
their measurements share covariances. Their cross-correlation signal can add valuable
information to the cosmological signal and, likewise, be used as a diagnostic for un-
accounted systematics in either of the two probes. Weak lensing measurements have
thus been used to inform strong lensing measurements by adding constraints on the
line-of-sight convergence at a strong lens position [19, 20].
On the other hand, strong lensing observables inherently also contain the line-of-sight
weak shear distortions. In current strong lensing analyses, linear external shear com-
ponents are an integral part of the lens model, and thus provide information about
the large scale structure of the universe themselves. [21] investigated the non-linear
shear distortions being imprinted in the shape of Einstein rings and [22] proposed to
use strong lensing shear information as a complementary probe of cosmic shear to
galaxy shape weak lensing. To this date, no joint analysis of the clustering signal from
strong and weak lensing observables has been performed. A pre-requisit of a com-
bined analysis is exquisite analyses on both sides (weak and strong lensing) as well
as a self-consistent formalism in describing the measurements and their covariances
when comparing them to an underlying theory prediction. In this work, we perform
both a strong and a weak lensing analysis in the COSMOS field using imaging data by
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the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). We develop a self-consistent theoretical framework
derived from the matter power spectrum to compare both observables. The ∼ 2 deg2
field is a pilot project that can readily be further scaled up in area with the upcoming
ground- and space-based surveys (LSST1, Euclid2, Roman Space Telescope3). The goal
of this paper is to assess the potential of forthcoming larger scale joint analyses and
to investigate systematics of the current approaches to measure the weak and strong
lensing signals. In this paper, we extract the lensing information in the strong lensing
regime by performing the lens reconstruction with basis sets as described in [23, 24]. To
estimate the weak lensing signal from the shape measurements of galaxies, we employ
ultra-fast image simulations by UFig [1] to emulate the COSMOS images and cali-
brate the weak lensing shape measurement. We apply these methods and compare the
estimated shear values at the positions of the strong lens systems. We find that with
the strong lensing samples expected with the upcoming ground and space-based wide
field surveys, there will be sufficient statistical information in the covariance signal to
impact a joint analysis. On one hand, the expected signal can enable the calibration
of weak lensing shear measurement and redshift distribution uncertainties with strong
lensing measurement. On the other hand The conducted analysis in this work serves
as a exploratory study which enables both avenues.
The paper is structured as follow: In Section 2 we elaborate on the theory of gravita-
tional lensing and our self-consistent formalism to treat the lensing effect in different
regimes. In Section 3 we introduce the COSMOS dataset we work with. In Section 4
we discuss the analysis of three strong lens systems from this dataset with the method
by [24]. We use the same data for a weak lensing analysis in Section 5, making use
of the cloning-method based on [25–27]. The strong and weak lensing measurement
results, including the computation of the covariances of the observables, are compared
in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
2 Gravitational lensing in different regimes
Gravitational lensing describes the deflection of light by intervening over- or under-
dense structures along the line of sight as predicted and described by General Relativity
[28, 29]. Typically, gravitational lensing phenomena are characterized by the strength
of the deflection and two distinct regimes are considered: Strong lensing describes
the effect of strongly distorted and multiplied images of the very same source and is
typically caused by a massive object (i.e. a single, massive galaxy or a galaxy cluster)
in between the observer and the source. Weak lensing describes the small deformations
of the objects’ visible shapes due to massive structures along the line of sight towards
the observer. It occurs in the absence of a rare chance-alignment of a massive dominant
lensing structure acting as a lens and the source and is thus the more prevalent effect.
In this section, we review the theory and formalism of gravitational lensing in order to





observables. We use the conventions presented in [21] and [30].
We describe the formalism for describing weak lensing shear distortions (2.1), the
modifications needed to describe strong lensing shear (2.2), the method to calculate
power spectra (2.3) and cross-correlated power spectra (2.4).
2.1 Weak lensing shear distortions
The lowest order distortions of the galaxy shapes due to weak gravitational lensing
are called shear. Shear describes the uniform elliptical distortion of an image (i.e. a
perfect circle would be deflected and seen as an ellipse) and is the first order term of
weak lensing image distortions. Shear is defined component-wise as double derivative




















the shear γ is then defined as γ = γ1 + iγ2.
For the measurement of the weak lensing shape deformations, one has to measure
the (lensed) shapes of a multitude of galaxies and correlate them, as their intrinsic
(unlensed) shapes are unknown. For this work, we assume that the intrinsic galaxy
ellipticities are, to leading order, uncorrelated and that they are drawn from distribu-
tions at mean zero. Thus, the arithmetic average over the intrinsic ellipticities of an
ensemble of N galaxies is assumed to be zero. The measured shape is then a composite
of the intrinsic source ellipticity and the deformation induced by cosmic shear
ε = εi + γ, (2.3)
where ε is the measured ellipticity as observed on the sky, εi is the intrinsic ellipticity
and γ the cosmic shear. By averaging over the measured shape of the whole ensemble
the intrinsic shapes averages to zero, 〈εi〉N = 0. Here, 〈A〉N denotes the statistical
average of the observable A over an ensemble of N galaxies. The remainder of the







+ 〈γ〉N = 〈γ〉N . (2.4)
The shear susceptibility is then introduced in order to relate the averaged ellipticity
to the gravitational shear:
〈γ〉 = Gγ 〈γ〉N . (2.5)
The measurements of the galaxy shapes as well as of the parameter Gγ are challenging
tasks. We describe our methods to tackle those in section 5.
While weak lensing yields estimates of the average cosmic shear in regions of space, the
cosmic shear at special, specific points can be estimated by using strong lensing [21].
This is described in more detail in Section 4. We note that these yield independent
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estimates of the same underlying quantity. While similar, the estimates have subtle
differences we elaborate on in the following sections. Understanding these is necessary
for a careful treatment of the systematics of each of the measurements.
2.2 Strong and weak lensing kernels
By considering the expression for the lensing (deflection) potential as given in equation
2.1, we note that the expression for the lensing potential needs to be modified for a





a continuous smoothing function depending on the galaxies averaged over for the weak
lensing measurement. The kernel function of the strong lensing is not a smooth function
because the deflector is at a single position while for weak lensing there are multiple
deflectors at different positions. The strong lensing kernel must therefore contain a
sharp delta-function, singling out the (comoving) distance ws of the lensing galaxy
n(w)SL = δ(w − ws). (2.7)
This also implies that the real space shear, as measured by the weak lensing analysis,
is a smoothed function, strongly depending on the selected galaxies.
2.3 Shear power spectra
In order for the cosmic shear estimates by weak and strong lensing to be correlated,
as described in the next section, we need to derive the angular shear power spectra.
The power spectrum of the Newtonian gravitational potential φ which is assumed to
be weak in this context, φ c2, is defined as [cf. 30]〈
φ̂(q)φ̂∗(q′)
〉
≡ (2π)3δD(q − q′)Pφ(q) (2.8)
where φ was expanded into Fourier modes φ(x) =
∫ d3q
(2π)3
φ̂(q)eiqx. By computing the
variance of the lensing potential (see equation 2.1), we find the angular correlation



















where x = (wθ,w) and θ denotes the observation angle. Since the observations are
made not on flat space but on the sky, i.e. a sphere, we have to introduce coordinates
applicable to spherical surfaces. Therefore, we expand the Fourier basis into spherical
harmonics Ylm as well as the effective lensing potential ψ, leading to expressions ψlm
with ψ(θ) =
∑
lm ψlmYlm. These in turn define the angular lensing power spectrum
Cl by 〈ψlmψ∗l′m′〉 = δll′δmm′C
ψ
l . Looking at the large scale structure, one can further























which is a angular weak lensing power spectrum. To then estimate the variance of the






|Cγ` | `(`+ 1)d log `, (2.11)
where log ` denotes the natural logarithm of ` and `min and `max are set by the maxi-
mum and minimum angular scales of our analysis. With a slightly adapted expression
for the angular power spectrum Cl this equation is applicable for the calculation of
variances for strong lensing as well.
Since we combine weak and strong lensing anlyses, the minimum angular scale is set by
the length scale of strong lens systems (. 1 arcsec), which we approximate by setting
`max →∞.
2.4 Combining strong and weak lensing















where from here on n(z) denotes the weak lensing kernel nWL(z). Thus, we average the
shear over the respective considered regions (see Section 2.2). Shear is a combination
of different second-order derivatives of the lensing potential ψ (see equation 2.2). By
































as the weight function in the
strong lensing potential, which accounts for the light perturbation at the deflection
slice k. The covariance of the second-order derivatives of the potentials of the different


































In this derivation, we have applied Born approximation [21]. Finally, the cross-










which is a method of correlating strong and weak lensing estimates at different scales.
Lastly according to eq. 2.2 then, the left-hand side of this equation corresponds to the
shear cross-correlation function 〈γSLγWL〉.
3 Data
For our measurement of the cross-correlation between cosmic shear as measured with
galaxy shapes (weak lensing) and with strong lensing, we use data from the COSMOS4
survey [31]. The COSMOS field covers an area of approximately 2 square degrees
centered at RA=10:00:28.6, DEC=+02:12:21.0 (J2000). The center of the region was
covered with a multi-band imaging survey. The field was imaged with the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS), which is mounted on the Hubble Space Telescope, during
590 orbits. Additionally, the area was also covered by spectroscopic surveys. The field
contains about one million identified galaxies [32]. Their properties were then further
measured using different telescopes. For instance, photometric redshifts for the most
recent catalog have been estimated with ground-based telescopes using data from 26
different filters [33].
For both the strong lensing and the weak lensing analysis, we work with the rotated
and drizzled v2 images from the F814W filter [34]. The median exposure time of the
images is 4 × 507s = 2028s. The images achieve a limiting point-source depth of
AB(814W) = 27.2. For the strong lensing analysis, we focus on three strong lensing
systems from the catalogue of lensing candidates [35]. All three are confirmed lenses
and classified as best lenses in [35]. For each system we can give a photometric redshift
and the number of galaxies which are located within a circle of 1 arcmin radius. This
measure indicates the density of the near neighbourhood and we can estimate the bias
in the strong lensing shear measurement.
Table 1. Properties of the strong lenses and their environment used for this work. We list
the name of the lens and its photometric redshift zl as estimated by [35]. Further, we give
the projected number of galaxies within a circle of radius 1 arcmin.
strong lens system zl N1′
COSMOS 0038+4133 0.89 130
COSMOS 5921+0638 0.45 90
COSMOS 5758+1525 0.38 99
4http://cosmos.astro.caltech.edu/
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Especially the lens COSMOS0038+4133 is located in an over-dense region, al-
though it is not part of a galaxy cluster [36]. Compared to other lenses, the lens is
located at a relatively high redshift, which explains the large value for the density
measure.
4 Strong lensing analysis
The presence of image multiplicities in the strong lensing regime allows to determine
aspects of both non-linear and linear lensing effects. In particular, line of sight shear
has particular imprints in the observables such that a detailed modeling of the data
allows to extract precise information on cosmic shear on the scale of the Einstein ring.
The method to work requires a sufficient modeling on the HST pixel level and the
simultaneous modeling of the lensing effect of the main deflector and external shear
distortions as well as the surface brightness distribution of the deflector and source
light. In Section 4.1 we present the details in our modeling procedure and in Section
4.2 we present the inference results from the modeling of the individual lenses.
4.1 Strong lens modeling
For the analysis of three strong gravitational lensing systems we use Lenstronomy,
a method and software5 presented in [23, 24]. We simultaneously forward model the
lensing effect, the source surface brightness and the deflector light surface brightness
and perform the model parameter posterior inference with an MCMC sampling. For
the lens mass distribution we choose a softened power-law elliptical mass distribution
[SPEMD, 37] and the line-of-sight lensing contribution we model as a linear shear
component. For each strong lens system we make an individual choice of basis sets
for the surface brightness of the source and lens galaxy and thus the reconstruction
of their intrinsic surface brightness. For the deflector light we use a superposition of
one or two elliptical Sérsic models [38] centered at the same position. For the lensed
source galaxy, we use on top of an elliptical Sérsic profile a set of shapelets [39], where
the number of shapelet basis functions is chosen individually for each system: We use
no shapelets to model the source of COSMOS5921+0638, while we use 3 (5) shapelet
polynomial orders, nmax, in order to model the sources of COSMOS0038+4133 (COS-
MOS5758+1525).
In addition, a uniform light component is added to the models to account for inac-
curacies in the background subtraction of the data product. A key component in the
modeling is an accurate Point Spread Function (PSF) A SExtractor-analysis of the
whole image is made to find stars nearby, similar to a TinyTim-simulation [40], for a
realistic representation of a PSF. We use a stacked image of stars with suitable mag-
nitude and size in the near neighbourhood of the strong lens system as the PSF in
our models. The modeling procedure is adopted from [24] and Fig. 4 therein and
the subsequent improvement by [16]. After having defined the parametrisation and
accordingly priors, upper and lower bounds and a initial spread for the parameters
5https://github.com/sibirrer/lenstronomy
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Figure 1. Results of the strong lens reconstruction: In the left column there we show the
cutout image of the strong lens system from the COSMOS survey, in the middle column we
show the model from the lenstronomy-reconstruction. The right panels show residuals. In
all cases we were able to reconstruct the features of the lensing systems and to obtain the
cosmic shear present in this region of the sky.
of the models, a particle swarm optimisation (PSO) [41] is run. When this PSO is
converged and we are satisfied with the resulting model the result of the PSO defines
start parameters for a further investigation of the strong-lens-system model with a
Monte-Carlo-Markov-Chain (MCMC). From the results of this MCMC we can draw
conclusions for the physics of this strong lens system. Throughout the analysis, we
chose flat priors in all the parameters we chose to infer.
4.2 Analysing COSMOS lenses
The three lenses we are modeling are presented in Figure 1. Our goal is to reliably
infer external shear components in the model that are not accounted by our deflector
model choice. The extent of the extended Einstein ring is small and may not allow for
a precise inference of the power-law slope of the main deflector profile. For this study,
we fix the power-law slope of the lensing system γ = 2 to be isothermal. Extensions
and their impact on the overall interpretation of the inferred shear values may involve
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a hierarchical approach to lens modeling and is beyond this study. We present the
results of the fitting in Table 2 and Figure 1.
We present in Fig. 1 the result of the reconstructed strong lensing imaging data with
Table 2. Fitting results for three strong lens systems in the COSMOS survey. The strong
lens analysis described in Section 4 includes weak lensing perturbers near the lens galaxy (γi)
as well. Table 2 shows the best fits obtained and describes the relevant parameters of the
system: the coordinates of the strong lens, the Einstein radius θE .
0038+4133 5758+1525 5921+0638
RA 150.159500 149.494440 149.840690
DEC 2.6927269 2.2569796 2.1106531
θE 0.6191 ± 0.0003 0.322 ± 0.002 0.712 ± 0.001
γ1 -0.190± 0.001 −0.032+0.008−0.007 0.0001 ± 0.0003
γ2 -0.000 ± 0.001 -0.029 ± 0.009 0.006 ± 0.003
our choices in the modeling. For all modeled systems we were able to reconstruct the
main features of the strong lensing system, i.e. the rings with substructure in the first
two systems and the four images in the last system as well as the light of the lensing
galaxy to good quality allowing for a reliable cosmic shear estimate. In Figure 1, we
show both the strong lens system as observed in the COSMOS survey (left column) as
well as the image of the reconstructed strong lens system we obtained in our analysis
(middle column). In the right column we show the normalised residuals, i.e. our way
of comparing the reconstructed model with the original data. Only in the last system,
the reconstruction of the lens light turned out to be very challenging: Even with a
superposition of multiple Sersic profiles, we were not able to reconstruct the lens light
perfectly. The spatial extent of the strong lens systems is described by the Einstein
radius θE, which we give alongside the shear components γi characterising the influence
of external sources along the line of sight in Table 2.
5 Weak lensing analysis
For the calibration of the shape measurement and the weak lensing analysis of the
COSMOS images, we use cloning, which employs techniques and tools used in [25–27].
This method is schematically shown in Fig. 2. We first analyse the COSMOS image
with SExtractor [42] (1→ 2). This analysis results in an initial catalog (2) containing
detected objects (stars and galaxies) and their properties in the COSMOS image. Us-
ing the objects’ measured properties from the catalog as an input (2→ 3), we simulate
a new image closely resembling the original COSMOS image (3 → 4). This cloned
image is then analysed with SExtractor as well (4 → 5). The original and cloned
images and catalogues with the object properties are then compared by evaluating




















Figure 2. Schematic diagram illustrating the cloning process described in Section 5.The
original image from COSMOS (1) is analysed with SExtractor in order to obtain an object
catalogue (2). Some information (e.g. object position and shape) in the catalogue is used as
input for UFig (3) in order to create an image with UFig (4). This image is again analysed
with SExtractor, the resulting catalogue (5) is corrected by comparison with (2) and then
again used as UFig input (5 → 3). Steps 3 to 5 are repeated until the first catalog (from the
COSMOS image) is similar to the last one obtained from the last UFig simulated image.
input parameters (3) for a new UFig image in order to make the rendered UFig image
(4) as similar as possible to the original COSMOS image (1). The last input object
property catalog, which is the result of n corrections from the cloning loop is then used
for the weak lensing analysis.
The different steps of the cloning scheme are described in more details in the following
sections: In subsection 5.1 we describe the method to analyse the images and objects
therein. In subsection 5.2 we show how to create mock images from the previous anal-
ysis of original COSMOS images using UFig [1]. The optimisation of those simulations
using the cloning scheme mentioned is described in subsection 5.3 and the final shear
analysis in the Cosmos field is shown in subsection 5.4, where the shape measurement
process is described. Finally, in 5.5 the measured shapes are related to the cosmic
shear.
5.1 Analysing COSMOS images with SExtractor
For our cloning method, we need a catalog of the identified objects and their properties
in the COSMOS field for the further steps. For the creation of such a catalog we make
use of SExtractor [42]. This software analyses images, detects objects therein, and
measures the properties of these objects.
We run SExtractor by employing the three-step hot-cold scheme, as proposed by [32].
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In this method, SExtractor is run twice in order to detect both bright and large, and
faint and small objects. In a third step, the results are then combined while taking
care of deblending effects (i.e. removing double counts).
Both samples are then merged and combined with a masking method to derive the final
catalog. For further details on the SExtractor settings and the detection parameters
for each step, we refer to [32].
Star-Galaxy-Separation In order to faithfully clone and reproduce the original
images (section 5.3) and to select suitable galaxies for the lensing analysis (section
5.4), we need to distinguish between stars and galaxies. For this step, we use a method
proposed by [32].
We plot the measured brightness of the objects µ(MU_MAX) against their magnitude
(MAG_AUTO). The objects appearing on a straight line with µ ∝ mag are characterised
as point sources (i.e. stars), the objects on a horizontal line at low µ are identified
as saturated stars whereas the other objects are considered galaxies [cf. 32, Fig. 5
therein]. We select galaxies according to the following equation 5.1
21 ≤ MU_MAX : MU_MAX ≥ µ ·MAG_AUTO− 4.2 (5.1)
15 < MU_MAX < 21 : MU_MAX > µ ·MAG_AUTO− 3.2 (5.2)
with µ = 1.
5.2 Creating images with UFig
As described above, we clone the original COSMOS images by rendering new images
with known inputs. For this step, we use UFig [1, 25], a program for the fast generation
of images. Since UFig was mainly tested and developed for the simulation of images of
ground-based quality (e.g. DES, [e.g. 25]), we had to develop a new software-plugin for
the rendering of images with (space-based) COSMOS quality and COSMOS properties
such as exposure time, magnitude zeropoint, number of exposures and other properties
(see Section 5.2 and Table 3).
The code needs some general information on the COSMOS image (see below) as well
as information for each single object to be rendered. UFig needs to know how many
single exposure images have been stacked together for the COSMOS coadded image,
the magnitude zeropoint, the gain, the exposure time, size and position in the sky,
the rms of the background noise, the pixel scale, and the seeing (only used for the
execution of SExtractor). These parameters are listed in the first set of parameters in
Table 3.
With UFig it is possible to render images of stars and galaxies with either randomly
assigned properties given certain underlying models or by using object catalogs as
input. Here, we use the latter and thus need to know the stars’ and galaxies’ positions,
as well as their intrinsic magnitudes. For galaxies, we further need to know their
intrinsic half-light-radius (r50), have information on the shape of their light profiles,
which we model with single-Sersic profiles [38], and their shapes (ellipticities e1, e2).
These parameters are listed in the third and fourth sets of parameters in Table 3.
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UFig furthermore allows the input of variable PSF maps. We therefore analyse non-
saturated stars on the whole COSMOS field and create PSF maps using HealPix[43]
with a NSIDE value of 1024. These PSF maps contain information on size and shape
of the PSF at a particular position in the sky, as this information varies across the
imaging field. We model the PSF using a constant single-Moffat profile [44], where the
shape parameter βPSF is estimated on the data as well and fixed across the COSMOS
field. The PSF parameters are listed in the second set of parameters in Table 3.
5.3 Optimising using the Cloning scheme
In order to compare the reproduced, cloned images to the original ones, we have created
a diagnostic toolbox. Using these diagnostics we can compare the distributions of the
most important properties of objects measured on both the image and the catalog
level. For the former, we compare the images pixel-by-pixel. For the latter, we first
employ a matching method to find each objects counterpart, i.e. assigning the objects
from the original COSMOS catalog an object from the SExtractor catalog of the newly
rendered UFig image. This allows an object-for-object analysis, given that the cloned
counterpart is detected (typically fewer objects are detected in the simulated images
due to information loss).






|fi − gi| . (5.3)
Here, N denotes the number of bins in a histogram of the quantity in the catalog
and image, fi and gi the values in bin i. For the image-level comparison, the pixels
themselves are the bins. We have found this metric to be more robust than the sum
of the squares due to the occurence of saturated pixels, difficult to model to a high
accuracy with UFig.
While the position, brightness and PSF properties stay unchanged, we have to make
adjustments for the shape parameters r50, e1, e2 and Magnitude. These are adjusted
with a linear correction function: Of = a ∗ Oi + O0 In our analysis, we compare the
ξ-value of the first cloned image (ie. without any corrections applied on the input
catalog) to the last cloned image. By iteratively adjusting the corrections applied on
the input catalogs, we can minimize this metric.
The final, adjusted input catalogs are then a measure of the "true", intrinsic object
properties.
5.4 Weak lensing analysis: Shape measurement
We use the output catalogs computed in subsection 5.3 to calibrate the shear mea-
surement on these objects with another cloning loop and finally performing the mea-
surement. In this calibration loop, we artificially add small lensing distortions to the
galaxies to be rendered. By then comparing the shear estimated on the images to the
artificial input shear, we can calibrate our shear analysis accordingly. This calibration
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scheme is described in this section.
To measure the objects’ shapes, we follow the prescriptions described in [27], which are
themselves based on [cf. 45]. We use the weighted quadrupole moments as estimated
by SExtractor I11 := X2WIN_IMAGE, I12 := Y2WIN_IMAGE and I22 := XYWIN_IMAGE. We
then perform an effective PSF-deconvolution by subtracting a multiple α of the PSF
shape moments Pij from the measured total moments Iij
Qij = Iij − αPij. (5.4)
We then compute estimate the radius within which 50% of a galaxies flux is con-
tained (half-light-radius), r50 and the ellipticities ei by combining the PSF-corrected
quadrupole moments












For the lensing analysis presented in the following subsections, we thus first perform
the star-galaxy-separation described by eq. 5.1. In order then to remove all objects
too small and/or too faint for the shear analysis, we apply the following cuts
r50 > 1.6 · r50 (Pij)
FLUX_AUTO/FLUXERR_AUTO > 15.
(5.6)
Here, the size cut is relative to the local PSF size r50 (Pij). The brightness cut on the
other hand is applied by evaluating the signal-to-noise ratio FLUX_AUTO/FLUXERR_AUTO,
which needs to be larger than a certain threshold. We calibrate both the PSF correc-
tion parameter α and the linear correction parameter η on the simulated images by
comparing the estimated sizes and ellipticities with the input values (cf. Fig. 2).
In order then to use eq. 2.5 to estimate the galaxies’ shear components, we need to
estimate the shear susceptibility Gγ. We thus add another calibration loop and cali-
brate the relation. As described above, given the fiducial configuration output of our
cloning scheme, we apply an artificial, small shear to the simulated galaxies and gener-
ate random realizations. For each shear component independently, we sample Gaussian
distributions N (0, 0.02) and assign these to the galaxies. The new images including
shear, are re-analysed using the same measurement prescriptions. We can then to first
order fit a linear relation between the input shear and the estimated shape. In fact,
for reasons of numerical stability, we invert the input shear and the estimated shape
and estimate the slope of the relation, which corresponds to the inverse susceptibility.
Hence, the slopes of these relations are (Gγi )
−1, i.e.
〈eout,i〉 = (Gγi )
−1 · 〈γin,i〉 . (5.7)
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Table 3. Simulation parameters used for generating COSMOS-like images with UFig. The
first set of parameters describes parameters fixed across the image derived from the COSMOS
general image properties and constant parameters estimated on the data itself. Then, the PSF
parameters are listed. These are estimated directly on the COSMOS data and the resulting
variable PSF maps are used as input to the simulations. The third set of parameters are
galaxy and star properties as estimated by SExtractor and used in the image generation
without any corrections applied. Lastly, the fourth set of parameters are parameters galaxy
and star properties as estimated by SExtractor, but adjusted using the calibration loops in
the cloning scheme.
name value description
n_exp 4 Number of exposures
magzero 32.6995 magnitude zeropoint
gain 1.0 gain
exposure_time 507 exposuire time in sec
background_sigma 2.1 rms of the background noise
seeing 0.09699 PSF seeing (only for SExtractor analysis)
pixscale 0.03 arcsec per pixel
ra0 image property right ascension zeropoint
dec0 image property declination zeropoint
psf_type const. Moffat PSF model
βPSF 2.07238 PSF beta (fixed, estimated on data)
psf_e1, psf_e2 ei(Pij) PSF ellipticity components (cf. eq. 5.5)
psf_r50 r50(Pij) PSF half light radius (cf. eq. 5.5)
mu MU_MAX
object brightness (used for
star-galaxy-separation c.f. eq. 5.1)
x XWIN_IMAGE object pixel position in x direction
y YWIN_IMAGE object pixel position in y direction
e1, e2 ei(Qij) galaxy ellipticity components (cf. eq. 5.5)
r50 r50(Qij) galaxy half light radius (cf. eq. 5.5)
mag MAG_AUTO object magnitude
5.5 Weak lensing analysis: Diagnostics
With the full cloning method, we are able to calibrate the shear measurement using
the scheme described in section 5.4. The resulting relations between the estimated
shape and the input shear used to estimate the shear susceptibility are shown in Fig.
3. The fit is performed using the whole data set of ∼ 105 galaxies (the bins in Fig. 3
are only for visualization purposes). The fit yield values of (Gγi )−1 = 0.80, 0.83. The
relations for the two components thus agree well with each other. For the purpose of
this work, i.e. to compare shear as estimated by weak and strong lensing analyses,
we set a single value Gγ = 1.25 for the two components. To first order, the relation
between the estimated shape on the COSMOS galaxies and estimated shear is thus
〈γ〉 ∼ 1.25 〈e〉 . (5.8)
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Figure 3. Fitted linear relations relating the ellipticity as estimated on simulations (y-
axis) with the input shear (x-axis) (cf. Eq. 5.7). The process of relating measured galaxy
shapes to gravitational shear is described in 5.5: By artificially adding a signal of shear γin
to the galaxies simulated with UFig and then measuring the shear in the simulated image
by averaging over galaxy ellipticities, we can calibrate the shear measurement and find the
relation shown in eq. 5.8.
As a qualitative, diagnostic test for our shear measurement, we use the method pro-
posed by [46] to compute a map of the weak lensing convergence, which is a measure
of the mass distribution. Our convergence map of the COSMOS field is shown in Fig.
4. The brightness peaks indicate mass overdensities in the field. We find that these
structures identified within this map agree well at the visual level with the structures in
the map identified by [e.g. 47, Fig 1]. As additional diagnostics, we perform analyses
at the image- and the catalog-level. For the first comparison, we use the pixel values
for the estimated and simulated images. At the catalog-level, we compare quantities as
estimated by SExtractor. Parts of this comparison are shown in Fig. 5, where we show
the distributions of five key quantities from one example image. The left panel shows
the relation of size r50 and magnitude mag (MAG_AUTO) for all objects, including stars.
In the middle panel, the distribution of ellipticities in the e1, e2-plane is shown. These
parameters were estimated using the method described in Section 5.4. Lastly, the right
panel shows the number of counts per pixel in the COSMOS and UFig images. While
both the magnitude-size plane and the absolute pixel value histogram display a good
agreement, the ellipticity contours are discrepant. This is explained by the reduced
number of objects in the UFig image, which is also apparent in the other two panels.
Since objects with a high ellipticity tend to be faint and small, these objects tend to
– 16 –
Figure 4. Estimated convergence map of the COSMOS field. Bright spots indicate mass
overdensities, whereas dark spots indicate voids in the cosmic web. We calculated the con-
vergence κ with the method presented in [46] from our measured shear values from 332762
galaxies.





















































































Figure 5. Distributions used as diagnostics for the cloning process. The objects of both the
COSMOS and the mock image are compared in the magnitude-size plane (left panel) and the
ellipticity-1-2-plane (middle panel). For all distributions all stars and galaxies are considered,
including the ones not used for the shear estimate. The right panel shows a histogram of the
images’ absolute pixel values.
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Figure 6. Diagnostic distributions similar as in Fig. 5, but only selecting the objects
passing the lensing cuts. The selected galaxies of both the COSMOS and the mock image
are measured and compared in the magnitude-size-plane (left panel) and the ellipticity-1-
2-plane (right panel). Accurate shear calibrations based on simulations require a sufficient
resemblance between the simulation and the sky.
not get identified by SExtractor when rendered again with UFig. This can be seen in
Fig. 6 where we show a comparison of the object parameters, only considering galaxies
selected for the weak lensing analysis. Galaxies large and bright enough and used in
the shear analysis after the lensing cuts are reproduced well by our cloning method.
For a more quantitative comparison, we use the error measure given in eq. 5.3. We
can thus analyse the quality of the last cloned image and the first cloned image, which
was rendered using the uncorrected catalog of objects estimated by SExtractor on the
COSMOS images, with respect with the original image. For the three key quantities
MAG_AUTO, FLUX_RADIUS, and MU_MAX the values are shown in Tab. 4. These values are
reassuring, showing a clear improvement of our cloned images through our calibration
scheme. The residual errors are mainly due to the loss of faint and small objects just
above the detection threshold when re-rendering the image. Since these faint objects
are removed by our weak lensing cuts (cf. Section 5.4), not being able to detect then
in the cloned image does not affect our weak lensing measurement.
6 Joint analysis
We performed a strong lens analysis using the basis sets by [23] for the three strong
lens systems in order to infer the cosmic shear at the systems’ specific positions (cf.
Section 4). In parallel, we analysed the whole COSMOS field using a novel weak-
lensing-analysis technique called cloning [25–27], allowing us to estimate cosmic shear
at every position in the field (cf. Section 5). As a first step towards a joint strong
and weak lensing analysis, we show weak lensing measurements at the position of the
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Table 4. Values of the ξ-metric (Eq. 5.3) for quantities estimated on the real COSMOS
and simulated UFig images. Here, the values for the estimated magnitude, size and surface
brightness are listed. In the first column, the last cloned image, as output of the full cloning
scheme, is used in the analysis. For the values in the second column, the first cloned image,







Figure 7. Comparison plot of strong and weak lensing cosmic shear estimates for three strong
lens systems. For each strong lensing estimate we show the 1−σ (green), 2−σ (pink), and 3−σ
(black) confidence level contours. For the weak lensing estimates, for which shear estimates
are obtained by a calibrated average over the shapes of the 100 and 250 nearest galaxies, we
show the 1− σ errors in the means. While the left panel, representing the strong lens system
COSMOS0038+4133 with the strong and weak lensing measurements in statistical tension
in respect to the expected covariance (6.1) between both measurements, a potential sign for
unaccounted systematics in either one or both of the measurement techniques; the middle and
right panel (COSMOS5758+1525 and COSMOS5921+0638) show measurement results with
deviations well within the expected covariance range calculated in eq. 6.1. The tendency of
the shear measurement to be degenerate with the measurement of the lens ellipticity shows
the most clearly in the measurement of COSMOS5921+0638. For this lensing system, the
strongly elongated shape of the strong lensing measurement in the γ2-direction is caused by
a strong degeneracy with elens2 in the MCMC process.
strong lensing line of sight and compare them with the independent strong lensing
measurements in Fig. 7. We chose two different weak lensing estimates, one by taking
the average over the measured galaxy shapes of the nearest 100 galaxies, and one with
averaging over 250 galaxies. The galaxies are chosen for both estimates within the
redshift range of zl − 0.2 < z < zl + 0.2 where zl denotes the redshift of the strong
lens deflector. For the weak lensing measurement, we show the errors of the mean
derived from the shape noise uncertainties. We display the statistical errors of the
strong lensing measurement as computed by the MCMC.
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For two of the three systems, the absolute value of the weak lensing shear estimates
tends to be smaller. Especially for COSMOS0038+4133, the strong lensing shear
estimate is large and estimated to high accuracy, while the absolute value of the weak
lensing estimates is small.
A difference of strong and weak lensing measurement is to be expected by consideration
of different length scales being averaged over in the two measurements. While for the
strong lens measurement only the small region of the strong lens itself is considered
(∼ 1 arcsec2), the weak lensing measurement makes use of several hundred galaxies
distributed over a region up to a few arcminutes2. For an estimate of this expected
difference, we compute the anticipated covariance between this strong and weak lensing
measurement using eq. 2.11 for the diagonal elements and eq. 2.17 for the off-diagonal
elements. For this computation we use the PyCosmo package [48, 49]. Here, we aim to
provide a qualitative measure of the discrepancy. We hence set fd,s = 1 for the weight
function for this order of magnitude estimate. We also assume a fixed cosmology with
h = 0.7,Ωm = 0.3,Ωb = 0.06, σ8 = 0.8. We include the redshift distribution of the
three strong lens system surroundings by using redshift data by [33].
Our calculation yields the covariance matrix
cov(SL,WL) =
(
1.6× 10−3 9× 10−4
9× 10−4 4× 10−4
)
. (6.1)
Here, the first entry in the upper left corner denotes the SL-variance, the one in the
lower right corner the WL-variance. The off-diagonal elements denote the SL-WL-
covariance. This value for the covariance tends to be smaller than the difference ob-
served for the individual strong lens systems in Fig. 7.
This indicates that more data is required for a signal. In order to estimate the number
of strong lens systems needed to measure the strength of the effect for an effective
cross-calibration, we sample n tuples from a multivariate normal distribution charac-
terised by the covariance matrix calculated above. We then compute the variance of
500 different draws for each value 〈SL, SL〉 , 〈WL,WL〉, and 〈SL,WL〉. As this value
decreases with n−1/2, we find that one needs 48 (17) strong lens systems to get to a
5σ (3σ) level of confidence in the estimation of the covariance of both measurements.
It is however possible to detect the cross-correlation signal with the given data. We
then analyse the covariance between strong and weak lensing and find a 2σ-detection
of the cross-correlation signal when using the nearest 200 galaxies for the weak lensing
analysis. When considering only the 100 closest neighbouring galaxies, the significance
of the detection of the cross-correlation signal decreases to 1 − σ, which we mostly
attributed to the lower signal-to-noise in the weak lensing measurement. Our fiducial
measurement in this work is using 200 galaxies in the weak lensing analysis. The ef-
fect of averaging over different scales however does not allow us to fully explain the
discrepant estimates for the strong lens system COSMOS0038+4133, where the differ-
ence is much larger than the predicted strong-weak-lensing-covariance. This system
has been analysed before by [21], who have also found large values for the cosmic
shear. It is therefore likely that in this region there is a strong nearby source of cosmic
shear induced on the strong lensing estimate, but on too small scales to significantly
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affect the weak lensing shear estimate. To improve the strong lensing shear analysis,
one might also have to include nonlinear shear in the strong lens modelling arriving
from multi-plane effects coupling the line of sight structure with the main deflector.
Although there was no cluster detected nearby [36] the high density of galaxies along
the line of sight might influence the local shear at the strong lens system, which is too
small to resolve with the weak lensing analysis. Another hypothesis is that there is an
effective shear term induced by the assumptions on the radial extend of the deflector
mass model leading to artificial shear terms (see [50]).
The second system, COSMOS5758+1525 shows only a small discrepancy between the
strong and weak lensing shear measurement. The remaining difference might be ex-
plained by the poor signal to noise ratio in the data for this particular system (cf. Fig.
1, left middle panel).
For the third system, COSMOS5921+0638 both measurements are in good agreement.
The data has an excellent signal to noise ratio, shows clear strong lensing features (i.e.
four point sources and a faint arc connecting them) and could be reproduced in the
modelling process. The background density in the neighbourhood of the strong lens
system was fairly low (as it was also the case for the second system), and it hence
yields similar shear estimates as the weak lensing measurements. The elongation of
the strong lensing shear estimate in γ2-direction as shown in Fig. 7 shows a degeneracy
of the shear estimate with the intrinsic lens ellipticity.
This joint analysis potentially allows for two different ways of combining shear mea-
surements. On one hand, given multiple reliable strong lens measurements without
nearby large overdensities (e.g. COSMOS5758+1525 or COSMOS5921+0638), it is
possible to calibrate weak lensing analyses with strong lensing estimates.
On the other hand, the strong lensing analysis is influenced by biases or systematic mea-
surement errors as well and may benefit by including the weak lensing shear estimates.
For instance, in the analysis of COSMOS+0038, it is possible that the predominant
local matter distribution strongly influences the lens estimate of the shear. As the
shear inference in the strong lensing analysis relies on an accurate representation of
the main deflector profile, a missmatch in the modeling of the larger extents of the
main lensing deflector can thus lead to effective shear terms misinterpreted for cosmic
shear.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have performed a first joint strong and weak lensing measurement
of cosmic shear over an extended area on the sky of the cosmos field [31]. To achieve
independent measurements of cosmic shear from strong and weak lensing, we have
forward modeling the effect of cosmic shear on three strong lensing systems. We have
performed this measurement by separating the mass density profile of the main deflec-
tor and the linear shear components using the software lenstronomy [23]. This has
yielded precise estimates of the linear shear components at the positions of the strong
lens systems on scales of their Einstein rings [24]. Independently, we have measured
the weak lensing signal and estimated the shear field over the full COSMOS area with
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a novel method called cloning. We have created a framework designed to reproduce
the real COSMOS images using image generations by the Ultra Fast Image Gimula-
tor UFig [1]. This has allowed us to first calibrate the shear measurement method
for a fiducial simulation configuration for COSMOS-quality images and then secondly
apply the calibrated measurement method on the actual COSMOS images. We have
thus been able to measure with two complimentary probes cosmic shear along the line
of sight at the positions of three strong gravitational lenses and their surroundings.
As strong and weak lensing measurements cover different redshift distributions and
angular scales, we have computed the expected strong-weak-lensing cross correlation
quantifying the covariance between the two probes. We have then compared the mea-
surements of the strong and weak lensing analyses with this expected covariance. For
one of the strong lens systems (COSMOS0038+4133), we have found a discrepancy
between the strong and weak lensing estimates despite taking the different angular
smoothing and redshift distribution kernel of the two methods into account. This de-
viation could be an indication of either or a combination of an unaccounted selection
effect of the strong lensing system, local lensing perturbations, or a sign of a deviation
of the theoretical prediction of the power-spectrum at small angular scales. Taking
these results at face value and evaluating the prospects in the near future, we find that
about 50 strong lens systems are needed in order to reliably measure the strong-weak
lensing covariance for data similar in quality to COSMOS in order to perform a cross-
calibration of the two measurements. It is however already possible to detect a ∼ 2σ
signal of cross-correlation itself between the two measurements with the three strong
lenses analyzed in this work.
Our work has shown the prospects for both, calibrating weak lensing analyses with
strong lensing measurements, and to calibrate selection effects and local lensing prop-
erties for strong lensing analyses.
Our results are pathfinders to incorporate large scale weak lensing information in the
modeling of strong gravitational lenses and vice versa. Especially with automated
strong lens analyses of upcoming large surveys such as Rubin, Roman and Euclid Ob-
servatories, cross-validation and -calibration of measurement methods become essential
to probe the dark sector of our Universe.
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